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EXPERT SUPPORT FOR MANUFACTURING 
CHALLENGES

Ramboll offers high-quality and responsive services and 
equipment solutions, working with new technologies to design 
smart manufacturing systems. From our 100,000 square-foot 
advanced manufacturing and R&D facility in New York, we 
proactively address technical risks while producing timely and 
cost-effective results for our industry clients. Our experts 
understand the risks associated with the materials and 
processes inherent in the manufacturing lifecycle – particularly 
those related to environmental impact, water and energy 
efficiency, and worker safety. 



OUR EXPERTISE

Ramboll has partnered with industrial manufacturing 
companies around the world to provide safe, sustainable 
and profitable solutions for 75 years. We understand the 
intricacies of increasing capacity and facilities safely and 
efficiently without disrupting existing processes.

We advise clients from concept to full production, all 
while keeping their business objectives at the forefront.

We provide solutions that help manufacturers:

• Increase capacity with new equipment and facilities

• Transform or consolidate facilities to improve cost 
effectiveness and/or safety, including implementation 
of process safety management 

• Utilize effective concept-to-production engineering 
and construction implementation models that result in 
safer and faster idea-to-market cycles

• Implement environmental stewardship, multimedia 
permitting, air pollution control (APC) and 
sustainability services



PROCESS CAPACITY & EXPANSION

Ramboll provides comprehensive engineering and project 
delivery services with the in-house capabilities essential 
to supporting our clients throughout the project lifecycle 
from the planning phase through design, construction 
and commissioning services. We enhance production, 
startup and commissioning processes – including the 
implementation of smart manufacturing principals and 
technologies such as robotics and automation – to 
achieve maximum cost-savings while accounting for 
clients’ specific business objectives.  



PROCESS ENGINEERING & SAFETY

Process requirements, including mechanical, electrical, 
thermal and controls interfaces, must be defined before 
beginning system design. Process safety management is 
required by OSHA for facilities exceeding allowable 
amounts of flammable liquids and certain high-hazard, 
toxic or reactive chemicals.

Our services include:  

• Technical process studies and evaluations 

• Process flow diagrams (PFD) and piping and 
instrumentation diagrams (P&ID) 

• Equipment sizing, specification and selection 

• Review and analysis to assure compliance with OSHA’s 
Process Safety Management (PSM) and Risk 
Management Plan (RMP) standards 

• Hazard and operability (HAZOP) and process safety 
assessments 

• Calculation of heat and material balances, hydraulics 
and relief devices 

• Air and water permitting

Our experts also assist with development of ongoing 
compliance programs, which can include: 

• Employee participation

• Process safety information

• Process hazards analysis (PHA)

• Operating procedures

• Training

• Contractors support

• Pre-startup safety review
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ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT, 
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT (EPCM)

We provide EPCM services that focus on maximizing efficiency and 
minimizing risk for our clients. Based on the level of support needed, we can 
provide independent advice as owner’s engineer, lender’s engineer, project 
and program manager and/or environmental advisor.

Our capital program management approach focuses on identifying and 
addressing risks and challenges at each lifecycle phase. We go beyond the 
standard design-build approach to offer a holistic view of each project. We 
view success through the lens of meeting our clients’ specific objectives, 
and, thus, are flexible and proactive in our engagement and customize our 
project management approach to each unique situation.
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STAGE SERVICES OFFERED

Identify Permitting required for capacity expansion (APC, water, 
environmental)
User requirement concept study

Scope Front-end loaded (FEL) engineering and cost estimating 
Environmental, energy and infrastructure impacts 
Process safety management
Value engineering process

Spec Detailed engineering
Process engineering and P&ID development 
Mechanical, electrical, CSA, automation and controls 
Integration of process systems
Intelligent design platforms
Utility engineering

Source Program management (EPC, EPCM, DB, CM)

Install Installation and construction management services

Integrate       Commissioning/start up



ALTERNATE PROJECT DELIVERY

Ramboll offers flexibility in our manufacturing contracts. 
We work with clients to make sure our delivery model fits 
their expectations, yields cost savings and expedites 
project schedules while minimizing risk. 

Our experts can:

• Create cost savings by eliminating multiple contractors 
and associated markups, and leveraging our 
knowledge and depth of local suppliers and 
subcontractors

• Shorten a project’s schedule and risk threshold by 
reducing the number of parties involved and 
maintaining a common integrated project delivery 
team, including project management, technical and 
design staff

• Liaise with local regulators and utility providers

• Leverage our experience to fill gaps in scope and 
support the seamless turnover and transition to plant 
operations

• Provide an overall reduction of burden on client’s 
onsite staff
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PROJECT DELIVERY APPROACHES



Energy
• Power resiliency and redundancy

• Energy master planning and auditing
• Substation design
• Medium- and low-voltage distribution

• Combined heat and power studies 
and builds

• LEED certification support
• Sustainable energy planning and 

procurement

• Utility interconnect application and 
permitting

• Building and retro commissioning

Water
• Water stewardship implementation

• Treatment of resins, pigments, 
additives, coatings, agricultural 
products and adhesives

• Water-use efficiency audits and 
wastewater source control

• Regulatory negotiations for water use 
or wastewater discharge 
authorization

• Capture and control of VOC 
emissions from wastewater

• Wet infrastructure design, build and 
repair

MULTIDISCIPLINARY 
EXPERTISE

E&H
• Sustainability consulting

• Permitting (air, wastewater, water 
withdrawal)

• Petroleum and chemical tank storage 
and registration

• Spill plan preparation

• Emergency Planning and Community 
Right to Know Act (EPCRA)

• Toxic Release Inventory reporting
• Refrigeration management

• Air pollution control design and build



RAMBOLL AT A GLANCE

Ramboll is a leading engineering, architecture and 
consultancy company founded in Denmark in 1945. With 
more than 16,000 engineers, designers and consultants, 
we work across the markets of Buildings, Transport, 
Planning & Urban Design, Water, Environment & Health, 
Energy and Management Consulting.

In the Americas
We leverage local and global expertise to deliver 
sustainable, comprehensive and integrated solutions for 
our clients. Our work spans the private and public 
sectors, with key clients representing the pharmaceutical, 
aerospace, food and beverage, chemicals, metals, oil and 
gas, utilities, property, financial, and legal industries, as 
well as municipalities, state institutions, agencies and the 
regulatory and academic communities.  

While you can access all Ramboll global markets and 
services through all offices, practitioners in the Americas 
offer particular expertise in Environment & Health, Water, 
Energy and Advanced Manufacturing. 



ADVANCED MANUFACTURING

Tackling the most complex industrial challenges, Ramboll 
offers high-quality, responsive services and equipment 
solutions, working with new technologies to design smart 
manufacturing systems. From our advanced 
manufacturing and R&D facility in New York, we 
proactively address technical risks while producing timely 
and cost-effective results for our industry clients. 

• Manufacturing capacity & facility expansions  
• Factory consolidation & transformation  
• Process engineering  

• Industrial infrastructure, utility design & engineering 
• Process safety management  
• Air pollution control  

• Thermal process equipment design & fabrication  
• Automated manufacturing cells 
• Control system integration & automation   

• Engineering, procurement, construction (EPC); 
Engineering, procurement, construction management 
(EPCM); design-build & integrated project delivery  

• Commissioning 



CONTACT US
Chris Marinucci
Director, Advanced Manufacturing
chris.marinucci@ramboll.com
+1 315 481 3567

Daniel Diehl
Director, Advanced Manufacturing
dan.diehl@ramboll.com
+1 205 533 2522
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